
Replacing the CloudWatcher Lid (and its PCB)

This manual focuses on how to replace the lid of your CloudWatcher. Replacing the PCB
should be quite straightforward, but there is a small section addressing the procedure at the
end of the document.

Skill Level

Easy, although some dexterity required.

Tools Required

o Small crosshead screwdriver
o Small flathead screwdriver
o Optionally, small electrical pliers.

TimeRequired

10minutes.

Tips

Work on a stable, well lit surface.
Do not rush.
Take photographs of the connections before loosening any or disassembling any parts.
Use a container, such as a jam jar lid, to hold screws during the procedure.
If you have trouble di�erentiating colours, you may �ind it helpful to use amarker pen
to identify individual wires.
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Step 1

a. Remove any external stickers that may be covering the joint between the lid and the
body of the CloudWatcher.

b. Unfasten the case, using the thumb screw highlighted in the photo below.Note: it is not
necessary to remove the four corner screws.
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Step 2

a. Carefully open the case to reveal the circuit board inside.

b. Loosen the nine screws circled in yellow in the picture, which connect the lid to the
circuit board. Note: the four screws circled in red may be used to connect the optional
Pressure and Relative Humidity Sensor. Owners of the Hydreon version will have more
connections, but the same process applies. Please refer to the illustrations below—be sure
to note the order of the connections, preferably by taking a photo prior to disconnecting
thewires.

CloudWatcher with Atmospheric Pressure and Relative Humidity Sensor

c. Remove the old lid.
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Step 3

a. Prepare the new lid for connection.

It is critically important to connect the wires in the correct order. Please take the time to
check that the wires are connected in the correct sequence, failure to do somay cause

irreparable damage to your CloudWatcher.

Be careful not to damage the coating of the rain sensor during the installation.

b. Use the picture from step 2 to con�irm that the lid has been correctly connected to
the circuit board.

Step 4

a. Carefully attach the lid to the case and secure it with the thumb screw.

b. If possible, test the unit before redeploying it to your observatory.

Should you encounter any problems during or after this repair, please contact
support@lunaticoastro.com.

Bonus: replacing the PCB

For detailed instructions see: Connecting The CWBoard

Replacing the CloudWatcher’s PCB comes down to
unscrewing the screws, removing the wires, and then
connecting them to the new PCB in the same order –
again, we recommend you take pictures of the original
layout to ensure you get the order right.

The only thing worth noting is that some older
versions of the CloudWatcher include wires which
share one screw terminal, whereas recent PCBs have
two di�erent rows of terminals tomake the connection
easier. In the attached image, you can see each
terminal marked in red has a matching terminal
marked in yellow. What you need to do if your
CloudWatcher has two wires sharing one terminal is
connect one to the appropriate yellow terminal and the
other one to the opposing red—again, these two
terminals are connected sowhich goes where does not
matter.
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